Treisa

By: James Brown
Mama love heart

I love you from our beginning until our ends. You always supported me like a friend. You always told me from a youngster till grown. That you will be there for me, but can't vouch for me when i do wrong. Our understanding remains the key, but sometimes i upset you because i try to make our conversations a one way street. Your getting older, eventually you will rest and piece. And the household will be up to me. You ask me questions like what would you do when im gone? Just a thought of it use to make me weak. Now i can answer that question as a man. First off a good wife, kids raising my brothers and sisters no more. penitentiary again. Because i know in my heart to go back to the same habits. Could get me killed, and that would really brake her heart. I promise to achieve smart for momma's big heart.

by; James Brown
The perfect element

Am i the perfect element with excitement inside. There is my talent that wheels across my cries. The elements i sign for the women i love that stares at the moon at the same time. But unfortunately im shackling my mind. I cant seem to let go of this criminal bird who has no wings to fly. Now im left behind as i remain unthought of nor unspoken of. i must complete my goals. To release myself from the wall and gates without sound. Or that women i love that comfort me. that i thought has forever lost, now i've found. i believe this is my time, as my body brightens like the sun, but with more shine. And i "rise" because im becoming the perfect element beyond my lines.

by: James brown
When worlds collide

Some friends become your enemies so fast. Because they always have something hidden behind their mask. You try to keep their minds focus and on task. But the leader is always wrong, some friends refuse to listen and throw your friendship behind glass. They don't want to hear the truth, they always think their being put on blast. As the days pass one frustrated argument took our friendship so fast.

by: James Brown
A lonely young bird

The lonely young bird chirps for the sun and cries wistfully in the rain. The lonely young bird feels with emotions, because the others can fly and he can't do the same. Noone comes for hours so the lonely young bird chirps loudly for their names. But still no rescue the lonely young bird feels punished like he's in chains. Hours in the nest no rest the lonely young bird feels ashamed so he hops on the edge of the nest trying to commit suicide. Because the lonely young bird feels like life is different not the same until that special mother came.

by: James Brown
How an animal feels

As I walk around caged all day, served three meals a day, some people don't know how it feels to be me. My bad odor they don't want to come close to a creature like me. Why can't I be like them on the other side, funny, playing, laughing exploring the inside. But if only they knew I can't anger because they have complete control. They harass me, degrade me, and take my food. Feeding time constantly but to bath is unfortunately not the rules. As winter, rain, shine pass, I wonder if they would ever let me go free. Life in a cage is what all animals see. So I self destruct with loud swear; because I finally realized no one cares. Penitentiary makes humans feel dead beat and unreal so put yourself in their minds. And find their heart and how they actually feel.

by; James Brown
Super Woman

Behind these walls you search for me. Our desire what makes you come for me. My tears of sorrow makes you lean sadly upon me. Our future proposes a wedding for you and me. Rains and winds you cuddle me softly, dangerous roads you make it safely. As you sit on the prison wall like a crow, where they keep me waiting patiently. When a tornado comes with disaster towards me. I can see, you trying to destroy the old me. You used your power to transform a whole new me. I tried to leave your side and be gone forever. But it's no use. You're like a magnet, you always find me and stick close to me. I can tell you have much more then just love for me. I give you heartaches, headaches you still put up with me constantly.

by: James Brown
Unreasonable doubt

It hurts me inside when my relatives and friends say they can't trust me. I never lied to them. So why do they victimize my loyalty? I'm ashamed at times, because we argue sometimes. And my relatives and friends start to leave me behind. I shake their hand with two hands, because I'm far from the average, I have nothing to hide. Some relatives and friends take me as a big joke. It's like their saying your shoes are untied. I stopped trying to help relatives and friends who doubt me. So they can keep being a prosecutor and try to obliterate my loyalty.

by: James Brown
In this world some women and men are institutionalize. Only a benefit of a gold digger comes to an unintelligent mind, they use the word love majority of the time. To detract you and get in your pockets financial wise. They are so reliable in your eyes, so it so easy to fill your heart with so many lies. When your money trill desolves and the roses you bought them starts to die. Their gold digger attitude comes alive. You finally realized there was no love the whole time. You were cheated out the things you provide. They already had promiscuous relationships on the side. Only you can keep going through this uneven ride its up to you to decide.

by: James brown
So much hate

Why do you hate me with so much passion. Try to create with so much passion. People look at me like, im the one to blame. They call out my soul don't even know my name. As i walk up and see all hate within pain and suffering because im without friends. Cry my tears wishing for new light. While people stare with hate all through the night. This i see it always flash, i fear the hate its like a blast, i tried to get around it but it came so fast. i hope this hate never last.

by: James brown
I know when you are looking for me at times. A butterfly always flies by, when your sad wondering did i leave you behind. A bird flies down on my window sill with tears in its eyes. I know when you are shy, i can see you through a katilla bear's eyes. I know when you are heart broken because everything in nature dyies. When we can't supply nor multiply and push our bad times to the side. Insects create halls between you and i. In jungles that contains our key monkies dance in our rythem to bring back old memories. When i arrive at the zoo, a gorilla covers her eyes to let me know your trying to play peckaboo. Tears come to my eyes as i say i see you. In fields before me you sent a panda to let me know you still have love for me. When a tornado comes with disaster towards me i can see you trying to destroy the old me. When you need me and want to see me eye to eye, you send your heart as a form of a cloud in the sky. As you go through this journey with me. I believe in you like you believe in me and we touch our hearts and say. You be right here with me!

by: James Brown
my valentine.

As I climb these mountains to find the perfect gift for you, I think I'm on the right page. I'm getting closer to you. I found some berries and roses even the finest chocolate. They are nice for the most special you. I hassled a queen for a ring to really satisfy you. What I did for the ring I didn't mean to cause a crime. So if you don't mind forgive me. It was just so you could be my valentine.

by: James Brown
Worship mankind

You have unmasked people who tries to play this mind game. But interrupt them by using the same mind frame. They think I have a unskilled playful mind of a youngster. But I have this grimkeepper mind of a gamekeeper. And when I try to be alone in hard situations. They come with their weak minds, and try to manipulate me. Only a viewer can see. I will never let them detract nor determine where I want to be. Because mankind stands honorable before me.

by: James brown
A gambler sometimes win, but majority of the time they lose. When they sit down at a table, they expect to win, more then they expect to lose. And continue with quitting the duel. And leave casino's like a foul. They refuse to just hangout, they always have to violate the gambling rules. They always put the blame on others before blaming themselves. This is another reason why majority of them fail. Their property slips away slowly, saying fair well and it starts to effect the ones you have to feed this is where gambling leads.
you ever had that special person tell you they love you. And then someone comes out of the blue, and says something bad about you. The that special person act like they don't even know you. Within five minutes it's like they knew this stranger longer than you. That special person that said they loved you takes the other side and tried to ride down on you. You stare in to space wondering why would that special person betray you. Here comes the heartache, the real truth in the end you found out they never loved you.

by: James Brown
What am i afraid of

What am i afraid of if i can just fly away to any destination from Jamaica or to Japan somewhere down in Costa Rica What am i afraid of when i came i live by the ocean party all night all day walking on the beach saying to myself i made it

Where am i going

Where am i going where there's fish in the sea Where am i going to a playground where little children watch me Where am i going to a place that's filled with all good Where am i going to a place to see robin hood Where am i going where there's bamboo sticks and pretty leaves Where am i going where there's insects and giant flies Where am i going to a place that's filled with tracks Where am i going to see a black and white cat who tips his striped red and white hat

by James Brown
What I imagine

I imagine flying cars and shooting stars, freeing my people behind bars. Taking a trip from earth to mars. Life would be cool if it was made like a cartoon. Wander the world like a raccoon. I'll escape every foul by turning myself into a air balloon. I'll have the power to control everything in sight. I'll be the ruler of all nights. This is my greatest passion, what I imagine.

by: James Brown

my time

It's my time to see another day and watch all black and white join together and play. No one in the world can say martin luther kings dreams didn't shine on us today. But sometimes we forget about sticking together without causing crimes. Unfortunately we lose our shine, there is my clever shine, it's my time.

by: James Brown
A fallen relationship

why you trying to play me like a fool. you act cool when we're by ourselves then act funny when we get around other dudes. you say that ain't true, i expect you to be yourself and nobody else. when i met you at the prome you was fine as charm. now you causing me some harm. now why you throw that drink on my lap. i thought you was a virgin, now you acting like an alleycat. but its a known fact girls just try to play men just to see how we react. but im not going to react dumb, just call on someone else's name and ill be gone at the sound of a drum. by: James Brown

So confused

you make me feel happy, you make me feel blue, you make me feel so confused. what am i to do. if i would change my life, you know that i would. and if that makes sense you know that i could, im so confused

by: James Brown
Nothing to prove.

Why do we always have something to prove when we feel like we've been disrespect we attend to make the wrong move. As we put our lives in jeopardy because we think we have nothing to lose. We don't think first before putting ourselves in a box shoes. Here's the really bad news there are no whistles or no warnings when you don't play by the rules we need to make the right move because we have nothing to prove. By: James Brown

Ashame in my eyes

In my eyes that I can see, people are mad and Ashamed of me. My life is like their key, I see ashamed souls stuck to me like a flee. I feel dead like my grandma Brenda Lee. Some people will not agree that's just me. I just want to be free. Maybe the ashame will let me be. No more ashame in our lives in my eyes.

By: James Brown
I finally got the letter you wrote through mom. I cried about the times when you were mine. I always shine when I'm with or without you. I just want to know if the love was true and will it ever improve. Why did we do it, why can't we see it, why can't we take this relationship serious. Why are we so curious.

by: James Brown
Arisen aptitude

I focused on what i knew, and taught myself how to tie my own shoe. I paid attention how to ride my own bike. I didn't have a father figure to teach me how to walk nor fly my own kite. I was afraid to ask my brothers and sisters for help when i was in need. So i sound out my own words and learned how to read. I taught myself how to love and desire by watching man on fire. And built a fantastic poetry writer of my empire.

by: James brown
Mother love

You never let me down, you try so hard now that my fathers not around, you refuse to let your guard down. I try so hard not to upset you when im being a class clown. When you visit me at this time, you broke down and cry, because you never wanted me to do bad crimes. I put my hands down because i hate to see you hurt. Mama i changed i just wanna make things work.

by: James brown
As you sit here and cry, can't look me in the eyes. You wonder why do I lie. You put this distance between you and I. I use to be your sky, but I continued to lie. Swapped like a fly; you just wish I would die. Why can't we supply nor multiply, telling you the truth. I feel so shy. Nor more you and I, so what the point to comply, why do I lie.

by: James Brown
Your worst enemies are the people who try to get you from a mile away. Don't even care about your kids, family, mother just go gun play. There's no way out no matter what you say, money don't make your enemies go away. You can get away one day but not everyday. Your enemies pray on your soul in every way. You break down and pray hoping your enemies would forget about you one day. And hope your life doesn't end this way.

by: James Brown
Have mercy on all souls, dream as far as your memory goes. Be more supreme as the quality shows. Because you will always have a shortage down the road. There's only one way to treasure the mind of gold, by doing what a realist know. Use eligible abilities to master the top of the throne. We live as long as the spearhead goes, only the last man standing knows.

by: James Brown
Solitary sorrow

In segregation behind glass, I saw my brother suffering, struggling from gas. The cowards pulled him out his cell; he refuses to talk. The cowards threw him on the floor demanding him to walk. I looked him in the eyes. Our tears dropped at the same time. When I extended my hand demanding this to stop, I saw a red beam, they tasered him, he was in too much pain to scream. They then put him back in the cell chaining him to the bunk. An hour later I saw doctors rushing where he lied, pumping him with oxygen as he died. I kneeled down in a praying position and cried.

by: James brown
my love

I touch everything soft to see if it's you. And parish my dreams
for the shiniest star above you. I can't explain nor claim what i
have that seems close as you. My head pounds for you like getting
stumped out by someone's crew. You caged our love like an
animal at the zoo. It's what you do. I have no clue i don't feel
blue. Our love is like a brand new shoe. That's why i

share my love with you.

by: James brown
I thought I was a failure, because I couldn't read or write anything. I had bad vocabulary and didn't know what nouns mean. I struggled through life because I forgot everything that was going on in the classes where I was once seen. But I took a dictionary under my wing. To learn what every word and vocabulary mean. I strived through every language arts book reading and writing book. And I became beyond, like Lauryn Hill once said.  

Zion!

by: James Brown
corrupt effect

you ever had that special person tell you they love you. And then someone comes out of the blue. And says something bad about you. The that special person act like they don't even know you. Within five minutes its like they knew this stranger longer then you. That special person that said they loved you takes the other side and tried to ride down on you. You stare in to space wondering why would that special person betray you. Here comes the heartache the real truth in the end you found out they never loved you.

by: James Brown
What am I afraid of

If I can just fly away, to any destination from Jamaica or to Japan somewhere down in Costa Rica. What am I afraid of when I came I live by the ocean, party all night all day, walking on the beach, saying to myself I made it.

Where am I going

Where am I going where there's fish in the sea, where am I going to a playground where little children watch me, where am I going to a place that's filled with all good, where am I going to a place to see Robin Hood. Where am I going where there's bamboo sticks and pretty leaves, where am I going where there's insects and giant flies. Where am I going to a place that's filled with tracks. Where am I going to see a black and white cat, who tips his striped red and white hat.

by: James Brown
I imagine flying cars and shooting stars, freeing my people behind bars. Taking a trip from earth to mars. Life would be cool if it was made like a cartoon, wandering the world like a raccoon. I'll escape every foul by turning myself into a air balloon. I'll have the power to control everything in sight. I'll be the ruler of all nights. This is my greatest passion, what i imagine.

by: James brown

my time

It's my time to see another day and watch all black and white join together and play. No one in the world can say Martin Luther King's dreams didn't shine on us today. But sometimes we forget about sticking together without causing crimes. Unfortunately we lose our shine, there is my clever shine, it's my time.

by: James brown
A fallen relationship

why you trying to play me like a fool. you act cool when here by ourselves then act funny when we get around other dudes. you say that aint true, i expect you to be yourself and nobody else. When i met you at the prome you was fine as charm. Now you causing me some harm, Now why you throw that drink on my lap. I thought you was a virgin. Now you acting like an alley cat. But its a known fact girls just try to play men just to see how we react. But im not going to react dumb, Just call on someone else's name and ill be gone at the sound of a drum. by: James brown

So confused

you make me feel happy, you make me feel blue, you make me feel so confused, what am i to do. If i would change my life, you know that i would. And if that makes sense you know that i could, im so confused

by: James brown
Nothing to prove

Why do we always have something to prove. When we feel like we've been disrespect we attend to make the wrong move. As we put our lives in jeopardy because we think we have nothing to lose. We don't think first before putting ourselves in a boxes shoes. Here's the really bad news there are no whistle or no warnings when you don't play by the rules we need to make the right move because we have nothing to prove. by: James Brown

Ashame in my eyes

In my eyes that I can see, people are mad and Ashamed of me. My life is like their key, I see ashamed souls stuck in the water when I pee. Ashamed souls stuck to me like a flea. I feel dead like my grandma Brenda Lee. Some people will not agree that's just me. I just want to be free. Maybe the ashame will let me be. No more ashame in our lives, in my eyes.

by: James Brown